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Summary

A poloidsl magnetic field shielding system is
proposed for a tokamak EFR. This coil system minimizes
the pulsed poloidsl field that intersects the TF
(toroidal field) coils and hence reduces the
risk of superconductor quenching and structural
failure of the coils. Based on an idealized shielding
model, we have determined the configurations for the
OH (Ohmic heating), the S-VT (shield-vertical field),
and the T-VF (trimming-vertical field) coils in a
typical tokamak EPR. It is found that the pulsed
poloidal field strength is greatly reduced in the
TF coil region. The overall requirement in stored
plasma and vertical field energy is also substantially
reduced wiien compared with conventional EPR designs.
Use of this field shielding system is expected to en-
hance reliability of the superconducting TF coils in
a tofrmak EPR.

Introduction

One of the major uncertainties in constructing a
tokamak EPR has to do with the influence of the
pulsed poloidal fields on superconducting TF coils .
With twisted multifilaments, these coils are expected
to be sensitive to pulsed fields both paralle^ar.d
perpendicular to the coil major circumference. It
therefore becomes desirable to develop ways to
substantially reduce the poloidal field strength
in the TF coll region.
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Figure 1. Idealized Model of Poloidal Field
Shielding (with up-down symmetry). Surface
currents J„„ and J_ exclude fields gn„ and BOn 5 On ~p
from region II that contains the TF coils.
J3 also provides a vertical field S ™ for plasma

equilibrium.

A poloidal magnetic field shielding scheme is
proposed here to cope with this problem in a tokamak
EPR3. In the following, the shielding concept will
be discussed using an idealized model that helps to
define the general configuration of the system.
Based on this model, we then outline a procedure
to determine the proper locations of the poloidal
field coils that represent practical implementations
of the shielding concept. A typical field shielding
system trill then be presented and examined. In
addition to shielding, the advantages with this new
field system in terms of reducing stored field energy
vili also be discussed by comparison with the conven-
tional poloidal field systems.

An Idealized Field Shielding Model

Channeling the OH (Ohmic Heating) Flux

In region I, it can be asserted that, for a given
total current I-u (=3 dl»Jn„), there are unique static

OH
solutions of BQH(R,Z) and J 0 HCi). This is because

„BR + C,B.) satisfies the equation,
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The underlying concept can be illustrated by
Figure 1, where two toroidal, perfectly conducting
shells divide the space into three regions. In order
that region II is free from poloidal field, surface
currents Jnu and

cust be set up to satisfy
on CQH and Cg, respectively,

OH lg0Hl / u 0 , (1)

in a static and lossless state.
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with i{>=0 at R=0 and at infinity, and \Ji=constant on Co„
Thus, if JQ„ is driven through a large number of fila-
ments on Co„, the magnetic field produced will be
confined to region I. Because J can shield the TF
coils and the plasma from the OH rlux, and thus com-
pletely link the OH flux with the plasma loop, J„r,
becomes the ideal OH current distribution in tokamaks.

Shielding Against the Plasma Flux

In the presence of a plasma current I , the eddy
current Jg induced on C g also represents tße ideal
current distribution that confines the plasma flux
to region III. This current has the following
properties:
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1.
current >

Ite suis is equal and opposite to the plasma

2. It produces the equilibrium vertical field,
gyp, that holds and shapes the plasma column.

3. Jg (R,Z) can adjust Itself to changes in I
and its internal distribution to maintain the complete
shielding.

Our goal 1> to determine the locations of a set of
shielding coils that essentially reproduce these
properties.

Tailoring the Vertical Field

The currents JQH an« J,, are such that a specific
fora of S field is produced ïn a certain region •
So the field shielding concept can be easily general-
ized to a field tailoring one.

For a given plasma equilibrium enclosed in a
conducting shell, unique vertical field ? _ in region
III is generated by J„ . In region II, however, Jg

provides exactly the negative of the plasma field;
cancelling the plasma flux external to Cg. It is
therefore ^clear that we can. decompose Jg into two
parts: JojJ end J^.

yp. » 0, with J

where
an. decomp

-I and

producing zero field and J

producing in region III. The current is

similar to JQH on CQH and is uniquely determined for

a given I . As a result, J,_ becomes uniquely deter-
mined for"a given E.^.

This conclusion greatly simplifies the problem of
calculating the shielding current J , because the
approximate forms of B,_ is well-known^. It is then
relatively straightforward to deterrine the J„.
that tailors the B field in region III to g™, and
the J0H that best produces zero B field in region III.
Typical forms of J„, J*„, and J „ are shown in Figure
2. It is seen that for a given I , there i3 a critical
gj_,, beyond which some portion of^J„ on the inside pert
orCg becomes reversed.
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Shielding (Eddy) Current J_ (=
) on a Toroidal, Circular, Conducting

Figure 2.
[=3* + J
Shell. The'major and minor radii of the shell
inner surface is 6.75 and 3.18 meters, respective-
ly. The maximum vertical field B_ ot the plasma
center before J„ can change sign is'O.S^ T.

Method of Pololdal Field Coil-Design

An optimal coil design abas at best reproducing
the effects of tfyj and Jg with practical current-
carrying coils that allow for adequate access to plasma
and feasibility in engineering. There have been many
efforts in this area using various approaches". We
have chosen a relatively simple approach that put
emphasis on reproducing the proper vacuum fields in
regions TI and III of Figure 1. This approach in-
volves two steps; we first calculate the surface
current distribution that best reproduce a prescribed
field in a region. This current is then approximated
with discrete coils that carry currents in small
multiples of a single current amplitude.

OptiBal Current Distribution

Take the OR current, J._,
what are

as the first exaaple.
We ask the question: what are the currents I.
(1<_1 <l0 in H filaments equally spaced on CQH, so
that the B field is minimized in region I a
• This I b b i i i iI, can be determined by minimizing

H > —

subject to the constraint,

n

(3)

In (3), b

to the i

(r,,z ;H ,Z ) li the B field at (r,,z,) due
J J i i z J j

( t Z ) with unitpair of filaments at (Bj
current. The field locations (r.tzJ can be uniformly
distributed in regions II and III, and w, allows us the
freedom of emphasizing a portion of the field loca-
tion?. To obtain J „ , We set B = 0 and IQ equal to a
given constant. Also, only the B field needs to be con-
sidered because BR is small due to the up-down symmetry
in geometry.

Taking the derivatives of W and In with respect
( 1 ) () (J)

"railing ine aerivr.tives oi M ana in wi'
to Iĵ  (1 <_ 1 <. IT-1) changes (3) and (J») to
H-l

i * k i I i " E i t ti - 1, . . . . »-1),

K

(5)

I is then obtained by solving (5). We found that it is
aaequate to use H=I0 to 20 for consistent results. To
calculate J^, we should set IQ = 0 and ^ ) }

Approximation with Discrete Coils

We can now fit IjU f) with,

K

2 a cosC
n=0 n

H
(6)



where t ia the arc length along CQ„ that hae a total
length 2L, and ti is the are length to the i t h

equally spaced filament (pairs). We can then deter-
sine the locations I ̂  of Mc pairs of coil* carrying
equal current I./2Nc> that approximates J(t). Their
locations satisfy

Table 1. Locations and Currents of the OK Coils

-|)IO/2HC

•J u> - £
n«0

(Î)

In the case of J™, whose total current is zero, H
•ust be even. We then have

(i-l,...5c/2), (8)

and there are two solutions of li for each i.

This approach is flexible in the value of N
used; the i* coil so located replaces a segment of
J(4) for JL-cKi . ,If ijis an undesirable location,
2IJ can be used in place of H in (7) or (8). How
tw8 half-sized coils at («ih and («<[) replace tha
origina], l^-coil with l-fO-'jlf i'jft^)^^. A lev tines
of iteration in this fashion vili usually result in •
satisfactory cbil configuration.

A Typical Magnetic Field Shielding System

The approach Just outlined has been employed in
designing the poloidal,field coils in the Oak Ridge
Tokamak EPR . In analogy to the idealized model of
Figure 1, they involve the OH (primary), the S-VF
(snielding-vertical field), and the T-VF (TrimmiEg-
vertical field) coils. A typical example is shown
in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Typical Coil Configuration of a

Tokanak EPR vith Circular TF Coils

OH Coils

In the case of I =7,2 MA and maximum IQU"110 MA,
on OH syotea with lU pairs of coils is shown in this
Figure, with the coil locations and currents listed
in Tatle 1. The B_ field on tne Z=0 plane, produced
by this current is plotted in Figure U. It is seen
that a stray field of 0.01 to O.Ofc T at the TF
coils, and 0.002 to 0.01 T over the plasma region
«re obtained. This stray field can be further re-
duced by increasing the number of coils used.
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Figure U.

S-VF Coils

B„ Field due to the OH System at UO MA
z

The S-VF coils are imbedded on the nuclear shield
surface toward the blanket, resulting in a size
limitation. For this reason, we have considered
coils that are connected in series and carry current
in one direction. The current and the optimized
locations of an 8-pair system are listed in Table 2.
They provide a vertical field of 0.3U T at the plasma
center, the field having a decay index
n = -(R/B )• (dB„/dR) between .U5 and .65 in the
plasma region. To provide a field higher than this
requires some of the S-VF coils carry reversed
current (see Figure 2). So, these coils constitute
a field shielding system that produces the maximum
vertical field with the least conductor.

Using the standard formula of the equilibrium
vertical field*,

(MKS)

we find that 0.3U T is sufficient to hold a plasma
with Rp=6.75 M, a=2.25 M, I =7.2 MA, it =i, and

ÉL (o plasma temperature/I )= 1.

(9)



Table 2. S-VF Coll Locations and Currents

i

1
2
3
It
5
6
7
8

R^Meter)

9-87
9.62
9.12
a.kz
7.51»
6.5U
5.U1»
U.2U

Zjj Meter)

0.U5
1.31
2.07
2.67
3.05
3.1U
2.87
1.90

1^0.1*5 MA)

- 1 .
- 1 .
- 1 .
- 1 .
- 1 .
- 1 .
- 1 .
- 1 .

T-VF Coils

Since 8 is expected to increase beyond 1 by
auxiliary heating mechanisms, it becomes desirable
to introduce some triœming-VF coils external to the
TF coils. The optimized locations and currents are
listed'in Table 3, producing an additional vertical
field of 0.09 T (with C M < ni 0.55 in plasma).
According to (9), the total field is then sufficient
for a plasma with 6p*2. This additional vertical
field intersects the TF coils. Since the plasma
temperature is expected to build up from 8Q 31 to 2
ilowly, only a small addition to the eddy current
heat load on the TF coils is expected.

Table 3. T-VF Coil locations and Currents

i

1
2
3
It
5
6
7
8

B1 (Meter)

11.U9
10.33

8.17
5.58
2.1t3
2.07
1.92
1.86

Zi<Meter)

1.26
3.3U
U.69
lt.76
2.31
l.W»
0.82
O.26

It {0.32 MA)

- 1 .
- 1 .
- 1 .
- 1 .

1.
1.
1.
1 .

Comparisons with Conventional Designs

Performance in Field Shielding

For a well-centered plasma with Ip
=7.2 MA and

8"1, we evaluated the poloidal field strength over
the TF coil region for the system shown in figure 3,
and the conventional systems with only VF coils
internal or external to the TF coils. The results
are listed in Table U. It is seen that the S-VF
colls can achieve a reduction of the averaged field
by a factor of 3.3 to U.0, and the peak field (at B,Z)
by a factor of It.7 to 5.0over the TF coils.

Table li. Comparison of Poloidal Field Strengths Over

the TF Coils in Various Systems

ave.B(?)
peak B(T)
H(Keter)
Z(Keter)

Internal VF

O.36
1.29
2.9O
0.00

External VF

0.1*1»
1.21

10.95
1.26

S-VF

0.11
O.26
2.90
0.00

Reduction of Stored Field Energy

Intrinsic to a design that minimizes field over a
sizable volume, substantial savings in the stored
field energy (and hence in the amount of conductor)
can be realized in this nev poloidal field systea.
The plasma external field energy is reduced here
by more than 6ot over the conventional systems. This
implies a saving in the driving flux by roughly
28 volt-ieconds for the plasma loop «lose.

The S-VF coils also confines the equilibrium
vertical field to a small region, storing only b05
of the field energy stored by VF coils external to
ttt TF coils. Also, while the S-VF coils need
to carry 7.2 MA, the external VF coil« must carry
19 MA to produce 0.31* T at the plan» center.

Discussion

The optiaally-located S-VF coils operate essen-
tially like a conducting shell around the plasma.
They are shown to shield successfully the TF coils
against the plasma flux and provide adequate vertical
field for plasma equilibrium. In an accompanying
paper3, a scheme is discussed for inductively driving
the currents in these coils. More refined calculation!
for the case of non-circular TF coils are in progress.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the F-coils

in a doublet device can be imnroved to nroduce
„ useful field shielding if they can be driven with
-I 7. However, without having to do complex plasma
shaping, the S-VF coils do not need to be as near
to the plasma surface.
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